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Airline Support Service Counts on Liebert UPS for
Power Protection
The Situation
Megadata of Bohemia, New York, is building a worldwide flight data network (the
PASSUR network) with an accompanying suite of software to provide airlines and airports
with independent, reliable, and timely data on flights. Many of the largest airlines and
airports in the world use PASSUR to improve operations and provide better information to
passengers.
Before PASSUR, when a flight was rerouted, stacked to wait its turn to land, or diverted to
another airport, the ground often had to deal with incomplete or less than timely information. This can seriously hamper airline operations. Does the airline keep a service crew
ready for a delayed arrival or send crew members on to other duties? Should a flight be
held for late arrivals with connecting reservations? Airlines can’t make informed decisions
if they don’t know where their planes are and when they will land.
PASSUR changes all that. By monitoring the data between the FAA air traffic control system
and the aircraft, PASSUR computes flight arrival and departure information and displays it
graphically on computer monitors. Every 4.7 seconds, the system updates the position of
flights within 150 miles of the terminal.
Megadata needs high-availability power protection to ensure continuous service to its
customers, so the company turned to the mission critical experts.

The Solution
The PASSUR flight tracking system is supported by Liebert’s online double conversion
UPStation® GXT UPS. Big Apple Rep, a Liebert solutions provider on Long Island, New York,
recommended the Liebert GXT to Megadata. In addition to its value as a back-up power
source, the on-line double conversion GXT also conditions poor quality utility power. Just
as important, it automatically synchronizes power from any external source to the critical
load, a requirement for switching from battery power to generator power and then back to
utility power after an extended outage.

“When things go from
bad to worse, the airlines count on us for
help. That’s why our
computers are backed
up by Liebert on-line
UPStation GXT UPS
systems.”

The Results
According to John R. Keller, the executive vice president of engineering at Megadata,
Liebert UPS systems have kept the Megadata system up and running through several
outages. Electrical power may fail, and blizzards and fog may disrupt schedules, but the
Megadata PASSUR system continues to report accurate, real-time data on the position of
any plane within its reach.
“When things go from bad to worse, the airlines count on us for help. That’s why our
computers are backed up by Liebert on-line UPStation GXT UPS systems,” explained Keller.
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